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COLUMNISTS
Catholics not as polarized as it seems
Father Andrew Greeley, a distinguished sociologist, has written an important article for America magazine entitled, "Polarized Catholics? Don't
Believe Your Mail!" (2/22/97). I liked it
for the obvious reason that it provides
social scientific support for a position
taken in a column I wrote in late November, in which I suggested that what
the Catholic Church at the parish level
needs today is not "common ground"
but "common sense."
On the basis of my own knowledge of
the pastoral scene in the United States, I
pointed out that active Catholic, parishioners are not sharply divided between
left and right, nor are they caught in a
cross-fire over issues that are hotly debated in the pages of various Catholic
publications and within the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops.
Their only priority is having the experience of a healthy parish, with a healthy
parish leadership and sensible, wellplanned liturgies presided over by a psychologically healthy and pastorally competent priest.
For them, a good parish provides not
only a healthy environment for'worship,
but for all of the other sacramental and
ministerial activities of their parish. That
includes a solid, well-organized religious
education program with healthy teachers who have no idiosyncratic religious
ideas that disturb rather than enrich
their students.
When their sons and daughters are

ready for marriage, ordinary Catholic
parents expect them to be treated with
sensitivity and respect, especially if it
happens to be an ecumenical or interfaith marriage.
And when their own parents are sick
or dying, or when a tragedy hits; they
welcome the pastoral support and spiritual consolation of a priest who knows
what human sorrow is all about and who
can sympathize without being preachy or
pietistic.
The so-called middle Catholic would
also like the dedicated women and men
who serve them and their families in
their parishes to be able to get on with
their work without being attacked by illinformed, and often mean-spirited,
Catholics (almost always on the right)
who think they know more about the real meaning of Catholicism than 95 percent of active Catholics do.
Are ordinary Catholic parishioners
polarized? On the basis of scientific da-
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ta, Father Greeley argues that they are
not — at least not so much as many have
assumed. On issues of sexual morality,
the role of women, divorce and especially abortion, he notes, "there is even
less evidence of polarization among
Catholics than there is in the rest of
American society."
Insofar as there has been a change in
the thinking of Catholics between 1972
and 1994, the change on five of six key
issues has been in a more "liberal" direction: abortion, sexual morality, divorce laws, premarital sex, family gender
roles, and public roles of women. "Only
on the issue of divorce laws," Father
Greeley observes, "has there been no
change over time in average Catholic attitudes."
The point of his article, however, is not
to report such changes in Catholic attitudes (that's been done often), but to ask
whether these changes have led to polarization. In other words, are Catholics
now more likely to be clustered at opposite ends of the continuum than they
used to be?
What the data show is that this is not
the case and, in fact, that polarization
among Catholics has actually decreased
in recent years.
"With a drift to the left and no increase in polarization," he writes, "it follows mathematically that the 'right wing'
segment of the Catholic population is declining ... no matter how loudly it
shouts." He estimates the proportion of

"hard-right" Catholics today at less than
U percent, if one also takes into account
the opinions of Catholics on such issues
of married priests, the popular election
of bishops, and the decentralization of

power away from the Vatican to the local
churches.
Why, then, do so many people still
have the impression that there is greater
polarization in the Catholic Church than
there actually is?
Father Greeley notes, among other
things, that those on the extremes write
the most letters to bishops and the press;
the media showcase the extremes because they make better copy; and the
hard-right's "considerable influence" in
the current pontificate exaggerates their
importance far beyond their "minute"
numerical strength.
One thing that does continue to increase is the alienation of'rank-and-file
Catholics from the hierarchy. "The laity
as a body," Father Greeley points out,
"are less likely to take seriously what the
pope or the bishops say."

He insists that he is not advocating
these conclusions, only reporting them.
They are "not a matter of personal opinion, but of statistical facL"
Facts that challenge tightly-held prejudices, however, are usually ignored or
vigorously denied. That will be the case
here, too, no doubt.
• ••
Father McBrien is a professor of theology
at the University of Notre Dame.
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The Catholic Bible

Publication Date: March 20 - Deadline: March 6
The approach of the "golden years" is of special interest to Courier subscribers. This special supplement will offer retirement information from the
unique perspective provided by Catholic teaching and values. Areas to be
covered include financial planning and money management, volunteering
as a way of keeping active, travel and health-related issues for seniors.

Personal Study Edition
With t h e c o m p l e t e text of the N e w A m e r i c a n Bible
"A wonderful resource for Scripture study and faith
f o r m a t i o n . " - Sf zCi'" ^-e-je'CK^ ^SZ D'rectQf
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MILESTONES

"At last! A Catholic Bible with excellent study resources
for pastoral teams, religious educators and parish- •
loners..."- y A~^eMar*
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Publication Date: April 17 - Deadline: April 3
This third-annual supplement will honor the significant achievements of
priests and religious celebrating jubilees of their vocations, and of those
who are retiring from active ministry. It will provide biographical sketches
of those in the diocese celebrating such milestones, and will focus on their
lives as models for others considering vocations.

At last a study BiDie designed speaficdlly for Catholics
approaching Scripture for the first time _Renowqpd
leaders m the fields of religious education a n d lay ministry have designed a clear Reading Guide system that
uses charts maps, and conversdtional explanations to
bring Scripture to life and provides an the fools n e e d e d
for beginning Bible stuay.
0-19-528405.4 $24 95 paperbound 6fl" x 9"
, Special price $22 50 (+ Free Shipping)
2.160pp (1,612 Scipture. 548 study materials)

Some features of the Re adin<£ Guides
At A Glance outlines
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discussion
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reflection
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TRAVEL & PILGRIMAGES
Publication Date: May 15 - Deadline: May 1
As readers look ahead to summer plans, this supplement will tempt them
with choice locations while serving as a planning guide for domestic and
foreign journeys. In addition to offering tips for choosing sites and making
arrangements, this supplement will highlight shrines and other religious
sites of special interest to Catholic travelers.
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O r d e r your copy t o d a y — Save 10% and Pay No Shipping Charge
Send orders with checks
payable to Catholic Courier to:

Catholic Courier - Oxford
P0 Box 24379

Send

copies of THE CATHOLIC BIBLE Personal Study Edition.
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Rochester, NY 14624-0379
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For more information or to place your ad, call the advertising
department at 716-328-4340 or 1-800-600-3628
(outside the Rochester" calling area). •

($22 50 per c o p y )
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Each week the Catholic Courier is delivered to more than
50,000 homes throughout the 12-county Diocese of
Rochester. When you advertise in the Courier, you will
introduce your organization to more than 85,000 readers.
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